Technology that powers a smarter way to meet.

DELL OPTIPLEX™ 7000 SERIES WITH INTEL UNITE®

For customers
Meetings are more productive with Intel Unite® software running on the Dell OptiPlex™ 7000 Series Micro, Ultra and All-in-Ones. This simple, customizable, wireless solution gets things started quickly—no adapters or dongles needed. Easy setup and usability virtually eliminates mid-meeting IT visits. Content is shared seamlessly to meeting rooms, remote users, and invited guests.

Customizable for different needs
IT professionals can easily deploy and manage Dell OptiPlex 7000 Series Micro, Ultra or All-in-One form factors running the Intel Unite solution in their environment, tailoring elements to fit specific business needs, including display configurations and interface. Advanced plugin capabilities allow for integration with other technologies including Zoom® and Skype for Business®, directly from the app, with the convenience of wireless connectivity.

Powerful remote manageability
The Intel Unite solution allows IT staff to remotely troubleshoot and track usage data from the administrative web portal, which efficiently resolves most tech issues as well as cuts down on costs.

Broad device compatibility
The Intel Unite solution supports a broad array of client devices, including PCs with Windows®, 7, 8.1 and 10, Macs® with OS X®, and iPads®, making it a friendly tool for the entire office.

For IT professionals
The 8th and 9th Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor offers the latest security and manageability benefits to help keep data secure and maximize employee productivity. And, they can remotely troubleshoot and track usage data from the administrative web portal, efficiently resolving most issues at minimal cost.
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Enhance the Intel Unite experience with large format monitors and projectors
Dell large format monitors and projectors offer a variety of sizes and features that work great with Intel Unite. Dell recommends:
- Dell 55 4K Conference Room Monitor – C5519Q
- Dell 75 4K Interactive Touch Monitor – C7520QT
- Dell 86 4K Interactive Touch Monitor – C8618QT
- Advanced laser projectors with lamp-free illumination in up to 4K resolution
- Mobile projectors for on-the-go presentations

Collaboration solutions for small huddle spaces
OptiPlex 7070 Ultra
- OptiPlex 7070 Ultra Height Adjustable Stand
- Dell 27 USB-C Monitor – P2719HC Without Stand
- OptiPlex 7070 Ultra USB-C to USB-C .6 meter cable
- Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM636
OptiPlex 7470 or 7770 All-in-One with optional touch screen and IR webcam
- Dell Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM636

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Intel Unite enables fully managed collaboration solutions:

In every kind of meeting space
From executive suites and conference rooms to huddle spaces, brainstorming pits, hospital rooms, or wherever secure, real-time information sharing needs to happen.

For up to 200 participants
Small-group settings to higher learning environments such as classrooms, labs, and lecture halls. Up to four client devices can share presentation screens simultaneously.

In any location
Attendees in-room or anywhere in the world can plug in their secure PIN to participate, share, learn, and be productive.

Designed for remote manageability
IT professionals can easily deploy and manage the Intel Unite solution, customizing it to fit specific business needs, including display configurations and interface. Advanced plugin capabilities enable the Intel Unite solution to integrate with other conferencing technologies like Skype for Business and Zoom.

15 ways Intel Unite helps customers make the most of every meeting minute

**SPLIT-SCREEN DISPLAY SHARING**
Connect wirelessly to any linked display. Up to 4 users can share simultaneously.

**ANNOTATION**
Participants can mark shared content temporarily or permanently.

**FILE TRANSFER**
Send up to 4 GB files to any or all session attendees via drag and drop.

**VIDEO PLAYBACK WITH AUDIO SUPPORT**
Video content with accompanying audio available for in-room participants only.

**PROTECTED GUEST ACCESS**
Enable guests without access to the corporate network to join the meetings.

**SCHEDULED MEETINGS**
Book a room with Intel Unite and create a shortcut URL to the meeting invite.

**APPLICATION SHARING**
Users select which application windows to display and which to keep private.

**EXTENDED DISPLAY**
Multiple monitors allow sharing on a secondary display, or create a virtual extended display.

**MODERATOR CONTROLS**
IT admins can set moderator profiles to manage participant sharing privileges.

**IT TELEMETRY**
Collect usage data for Intel Unite conference rooms, including utilization, usage patterns, and meeting behaviors.

**BROAD OS SUPPORT**
Supported systems include Windows, Mac OS X, Android*, and Chromebooks*.

**PLUGIN DESIGN**
Extension-enabled architecture enables a bridge between Intel Unite and any other smart device or software solution in a business environment.

**CORPORATE-GRADE SECURITY**
Data transfers securely using 256-bit SSL encryption and remains within the corporate network.

Smarter meetings start at the hub: OptiPlex 7070 Micro

Tucked unobtrusively away, this small footprint micro desktop is the engine that drives full PC performance powered by the Intel Core vPro processor.

**Processor**
Latest generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ i5/i7/i9 processor

**Operating system**
Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro; Ubuntu® 18.04 LTS (64-bit); Neokylin® v6.0 (China only)

**Networking**
Integrated Intel I219-LM Ethernet LAN 10/100/1000; Qualcomm® QCA61x4A Dual-band 2x2 802.11ac Wireless with MU-MIMO + Bluetooth 4.2; Intel® Wireless-AC 9560, Dual-band 2x2 802.11ac Wi-Fi with MU-MIMO + Bluetooth 5; Intel® Wireless-AX 200, Dual-band 2x2 802.11ax Wi-Fi with MU-MIMO + Bluetooth 5

**I/O ports**
1 x USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-C; 5 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-A; 1 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-A (front); 1 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C (front); 1 x RJ-45; 2 x DisplayPorts; 1 x DP/VGA/HDMI/USB Type-C Alt Mode; 1 x Line-out (front); 1 x Serial (Optional); 1 x Serial (Optional); 1 x Serial (Optional)

**Internal storage**
Hard disk drives: up to 2 TB; supports Hybrid, Opta SED FIPS, M.2 SATA Solid State Drive, and M.2 PCIe Solid State Drive

**Dimensions**
7.2” (18.2cm) x 1.4” (3.6cm) x 7.0” (17.8cm)

**Management options**
Intel vPro technology for out-of-band systems management